
kingkoil.com proudly designed and handcrafted in the USA

6 1075 Lumbar Zoned Encased Coil System – 
Over 1000 independently encased coils are 
designed to reduce motion disturbance and 
relieve body pressure points. While the center 
third is enhanced with stronger coils to provide 
support for where you need it most.

Super Stretch Tencel Fabric – A Natural and 
breathable fabric that offers Pressure Relief 
at the surface of the mattress allowing the 
sleeper to benefit from the lift and reduced 
motion below.
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1 Tailormade Tufting™ - Tufting keeps the 
comfort and supports layers from shifting and 
sagging over time to help maintain years of 
a consistent and comfortable sleeping surface

4 HypurGel - This highly resilient gel infused 
memory foam responds and adapts to your 
body’s movements to main an optimal 
sleeping surface temperature.

Tufting, Self Welt Tape Edge, Embroidered Handles, Steel Corner Guards, 
Upholstered Border Fabric, Embroidered Labels

TAILORMADE, HAND CRAFTED DETAILS

Tribute Firm Box Pillow Top
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4K Micro Coils - The ultimate in comfort, luxury 
and pressure relieving support  is found with the 
4000 micro encased coil system.
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3 Graphite Infused Memory Foam  – An open 
cell structure memory foam combined with 
graphite provides a breathable heat-removing 
surface to disperse heat away to keep you 
cool throughout the night.
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kingkoil.com proudly designed and handcrafted in the USA

6 1075 Lumbar Zoned Encased Coil System – 
Over 1000 independently encased coils are 
designed to reduce motion disturbance and 
relieve body pressure points. While the center 
third is enhanced with stronger coils to provide 
support for where you need it most.

Super Stretch Tencel Fabric – A Natural and 
breathable fabric that offers Pressure Relief 
at the surface of the mattress allowing the 
sleeper to benefit from the lift and reduced 
motion below.

2

1 Tailormade Tufting™ - Tufting keeps the 
comfort and supports layers from shifting and 
sagging over time to help maintain years of 
a consistent and comfortable sleeping surface

4 HypurGel - This highly resilient gel infused 
memory foam responds and adapts to your 
body’s movements to main an optimal 
sleeping surface temperature.

Tufting, Self Welt Tape Edge, Embroidered Handles, Steel Corner Guards, 
Upholstered Border Fabric, Embroidered Labels

TAILORMADE, HAND CRAFTED DETAILS

Tribute Plush Box Pillow Top
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8K Micro Coils - 2 layers of 4k micro coil 
systems deliver superior conformance and 
comfort, while providing additional support to 
relieve body pressure points.
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3 Graphite Infused Memory Foam  – An open 
cell structure memory foam combined with 
graphite provides a breathable heat-removing 
surface to disperse heat away to keep you 
cool throughout the night.
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